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Abstract 

 

In the rural water scheme projects across sub-Saharan Africa, the participatory 

Community Based Management model has become the norm. Through initial financing 

by oustide funders, the goal is for communities to independently take on the financing of 

the operation and maintenance (O&M) of the improved water schemes, thereby ensuring 

sustainability and functionality of the pumps. Evidence has been gathering, however that 

this model, combining ideals of collective action with the logics of commodification, has 

been frequently failing, one in three hand pumps in Africa are out of function, and 

communities struggle to meet the financing needs of O&M in infrastructures which 

perpetuate isolation. This, however, does not lie fully in the fault of the communities, or 

implementation, but also in theoretical downfalls of the CBM. Looking at a community-

based rural project in the Tikar region of Central Cameroon as well, this research reveals 

the limits of CBM to achieving sustainable water access, as well as reveal new angles and 

paradigms to pursue. 

 

Keywords: Cameroon, Tikar, community-based management, rural water schemes, 

participation, governance, instutional bricolage, functionality
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Lack of access to sustainable water supplies has been identified as one of the most 

important issues affecting impoverished communities around the world. The UNDP 

Human Development Report claimed the water crisis was one of the most deadly crises 

experience by the poor, and one of the biggest factors holding back human progress 

(UNDP, 2006). The problem is particularly pronounced in rural communities, which are 

commonly neglected in state and regional development policies (Fonjong et al, 2003). An 

elaboration of the MDGs, goal six of the SDGs seeks to ensure availability and 

sustainabile management of water and sanitation for all. Efforts to achieve this have been 

numerous throughout the years; the UN claims that since 1990, 2.6 billion people have 

gained access to improved drinking water 

(http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/environ.shtml).  

 

One popular strategy implemented by various actors around the world has been to utilize 

community participation to install and manage handpumps for access to groundwater. 

The problem, however, is that while the technical aspect of installing pumps is fairly 

successful, communities fall short in managing and financing the operation and 

management of pumps (can den Broek and Brown, 2015). In the Community Based 

Management (CBM) models that have been employed, independent financial 

management by rural communities of direct costs of operation and management (O&M) 

has become the marker of achieving sustainability (Harvey and Reed, 2006m Jones 

2016). Communities, however, stumble in finding the necessary finances to repair broken 

pumps, become disengaged in the process, and face limitations outside of their control. 

 

Researchers and practitioners alike have been questioning the validity of putting full 

responsibility of O&M, and the financing thereof, on rural communities. Researchers 

have identified flaws in assumptions behind the paradigm, unrealistic economic burdens 
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on poor communities, and the reality that at any given time, one in three handpumps in 

sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) is out of function (Oxford/RFL, 2014). In Cameroon, a 

country with rich water resources, 74% of the rural population does not have reliable 

access to water for domestic use (GWP, 2010). As the water sector is in disarray, many 

CBM initiatives have sprouted up in partnership with international NGOs. The successes 

and failures seen in these initiatives reflect those found across sub-Saharan Africa (SSA); 

an ability to install the pumps and a struggle or failure to keep them functional.  

1.2 Problem Statement 
Groundwater handpump projects have followed a participatory model of CBM for water 

resources, which calls for putting the responsibility of the water scheme management on 

the communities who use the source. This has required communities to first contribute 

financially to the installation of the pump, and then contribute monthly for the operation 

and maintenance (O&M) of the pump. This model, however, appears not to be working 

sustainably and many communities struggle to have consistent access to water as 

communities struggle to sustain the O&M. 

 

1.3 Research Objective 
This research studies the actions and ongoing community water project, Water for Social 

Peace (W4SP), an initiative of Cameroonian NGO HITIP (Hope International for Tikar 

People) in partnership with international organizations (Rotary and Engineers without 

Borders) in installing handpumps and setting up institutions water governance in rural, 

central Cameroon. Through a field study on the current status of handpumps and 

community management the structure, the research seeks to analyze the experiences of 

W4SP, (Water for Social Peace) and identify the limits it meets in achieving its goals. 

Using current literature of critiques of CBM systems for water schemes, the research 

draws the recurring concepts of intitutions, governance, participation and functionality to 

achieve this analysis. The researchs hopes to add to the ongoing discussions around 

community participation models and the financing and operation and maintenance of 

handpumps in order to ensure sustainable and lasting access to groundwater resources.. It 

also aims to offer perspectives and recommendations to HITIP on what they could do to 

address the challenges they face and support the effort. The long-term goal of this study 
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is to help HITIP and its members develop an evaluation for its project in order to make 

decisions about how to improve as it moves into the next step of project expansion.  

 

1.4 Research Questions 
1. What are the main challenges and critiques of CBM models for groundwater 

resource management in rural sub-Saharan African communities since? 

2. What are the challenges met in the operation and management, and financing 

thereof, of groundwater handpumps in (the Water4SocialPeace program) and how 

are they addressed?  

3. How do the experiences of HITIP contribute to answering the questions brought 

up by other case studies, and what contributions can it make to the development 

of the water for domestic consumption on local and regional levels? 

 

1.5 Significance of the Study 
The results of this study are intended to help HITIP gain more tools to address and 

rethink the challenges they face in realizing the goals of W4SP. This can have an impact 

on people’s sustained access to drining water. Furthermore, studies of rural community 

based water management in Southern Cameroon, in particular the Central Region, are 

scarce but needed. This research can contribute to this small field and help contribute to 

development of water schemes that are sustainable and support the continued growth of 

villages and people in the region. In the broader academic context, it can contribute to  

 

1.6 Methodology 
The study used a field study with participatory methods to gather primary data from 

actors in W4SP community water management in the Ngambé Tikar region on the 

experiences of CBM. Themes derived from a literature review and conceputal model for 

handpump funcationality research (Alexander et al, 2015) are applied to an analysis of 

the data from the field in order to reveal limits that may exist in both the project and the 

theory. This makes the research a qualitative case study based on primary field research 

and a secondary desk study. 
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1.7 Structure of Thesis 
In Chapter 2 a state of the art review will cover some background of water access in SSA, 

the theoretical framework behind CBM, and introduce the project studied. Chapter 3 will 

cover the methodology, while Chapter 4 presents the conceptual and analytical 

frameworks. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the findings of the research, followed by a 

discussion and analysis of the findings in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 gives recommendations 

and a conclusion to the research. References can be found in Chapter 8, followed by 

appendices in Chapter 9.Chapter 2  

State of the Art 
This chapter provides an overview of water access in sub-Saharan Africa and Cameroon. 

It then moves into introducing the concept of CBM and some of the theories underlying it. 

Finally it introduces the NGO HITIP and its project W4SP 

2.1 Water Access in SSA and Cameroon 
Water access for domestic consumption in rural sub-Saharan Africa has been an issue on 

the development radar for decades, and became a major priority in the realization of the 

Millennium Development Goals (MDG). Lack of access to clean water has huge impacts 

on family life, especially for the health of women and children, the main people 

responsible for water management at home. In a wave of effort to ensure regular and 

reliable access to water, international aid organizations, as well as multilateral and 

bilateral development projects undertook a campaign of installing handpumps throughout 

the region. These projects Today, however, research suggests that about 35% of these 

pumps are still in function (Harvey and Reed, 2006).  

 

Cameroon, located just above equatorin central-west Africa, extends 1700 km from north 

to south trhough a variety of ecological zones, earning itself the name ‘Africa in 

Miniature.’ Overall, the country is abundant in water resources, although the northern 

savannahs suffer from frequent droughts, while the southern, forested regions experience 

dry seasons (Fonjong et al, 2003). The state, however, has a poor, uncoordinated water 

resource infrastructure that leaves about 42% of Cameroonians without access to potable 

water (Nyambod & Nazmul, 2010). Rural populations are particularly affected by this; in 
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2007 only 27.7% of the rural population claimed access to potable water (GWP, 2010).  

Handpumps have been a popular, relatively cheap, and readily available mechanism used 

to help exploit the groundwater resources for domestic use throughout the countryside. A 

plethora of projects have been spearheaded from various levels of governance and both 

top-down as well as participatory methods have been employed in these projects.  

 

 The field research took place in the Tikar 

communities of the Mbam (see map to left), an 

administrative department in the central region 

of Cameroon. Ecologically, this region is a 

mixed savannah and equatorial forest transition 

zone that includes a mixture. Agriculture is the 

primary economic activity; 90% of village 

populations engage in small-scale farming. 

This is both for economic and subsistence 

purposes. Corn is the most common crop, 

followed by cassava, coffee, plantains, 

groundnuts, cocoa and chili (Cameroon, 2013). 

Irrigation is not used as a farming technique; 

farming relies on seasonal cycles. Another 

primary economic activity is forestry, a resource 

which is exploited by local communities as well 

as outside companies. 

 

There is a history of constructing water schemes dating back to the German colonial era 

(Nyaphaga, 2016). In the more recent history since 1989 the area has welcomed some 

water projects involving partnerships between various local and international NGOS, and 

governmental initiatives, including the Catholic Diocese of Bafia, PNDP (Programme 

National du Dévéloppement Participatif), PEP (Projet eau potable), and German and 

Dutch development agencies, to name a few (EWBG, 2014). For the majority of villages 

Figure 1 – Map of Cameroon 
and research area 
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involved in the W4SP project, however, it was, or will be, their first time tasting clean 

water. 

 

There are multiple systems of accessing groundwater for domestic use, each with specific 

O&M needs and sets of advantages and disadvantages that come with it.  A water 

scheme, as defined by Alexander et al (2015), “implies all types of water sources… with 

and without distribution systems.” These systems are often classified as “improved” and 

“unimproved.” Improved systems indicate there was engineering involved with the aim to 

increase efficiency of access and distribution, and often include some kind of filtration 

system. Examples of these include deep wells, boreholes, handpumps, protected springs, 

and water paper systems, to name a few.  They can also be “unimproved,” indicating 

water sources where engineering was not involved, ie rivers, ponds, and streams.  

 

2.2 The Theoretical Framework 
Community Based Management (CBM) is the dominant paradigm for rural water 

management in sub-Saharan Africa. It is a bottom-up participatory model of water 

management in which communities voluntarily take on upkeep of an improved water 

source that was installed in partnership with an outside actor (ie the state of an NGO). It 

became popular in the 1990s as a reaction to the earlier widespread failure of top-down 

state provision of water resources that failed to provide sustainable, reliable water 

systems to rural populations (van de Broek and Brown, 2015). The principles behind that 

concept, as outlined by Harvey and Reed (2006) are that “the community that benefits 

from an improved water supply should have a major role in its development, own the 

water system or facility, and have overall responsibility for its operation and maintenance 

(O&M) (p.365).” CBM pulls from theories across the political spectrum, including 

collective action, commodification, and participation for the management of drinking 

water systems.  

 

Collective action, grounded in theories of new institutionalism, suggests that individuals, 

under particular institutional arrangements and norms, are able to organize and sustain 

cooperation for the common interest of the group (Ostrom, 1990). This has been 
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extensively studied through management systems of common pool resources, (CPR), and 

public goods. CPR represents resources that provide a benefit to the user, but each 

resource exploited from the pool subtracts access from a finite amount (ie forests or 

fisheries), facing the threat of overuse. Public goods do not deplete based on the number 

of people using them, nor does one person using it detract from another (ie peace) 

(Ostrom, 2005). Water fluctuates between different classifications; has been seen as both 

a public good, a common good, and a CPR.  

 

There is a set of design principles for institutions meant to regulate the use of a CPR. 

Ostrom (1990) identified eight characteristics of regulatory frameworks that successfully 

manage resources for the collective good. These include having clearly defined 

boundaries, open participation in rule modification, ability to transparently monitor 

resource use, and enforce sanctions for those who attempt to ‘free ride,’ and have 

conflict-resolution mechanisms in place. Applied to water management in a community-

based setting, this implies that groups, with the right rules, will willingly organize and 

take on the operation and maintenance of water sources in order to uphold access for the 

collective. In CBM the institution of O&M should follow these principles. The success of 

these principles can also depend on the scale of implementation; experience has shown 

that management schemes and policies are not often directly transferable between 

communities or across levels of governance (Sara and Katz, 1998). 

 

Commodification of water implies that water can be more effectively and efficiently 

managed if it is treated as an economic good. In the Dublin Principles of 1992, water was 

declared both an economic good and a social good, and it was declared that management 

of it should happen at the most local levels (Ibid). In order to achieve this, projects 

starting implementing a Demand Responsive Approach (DRA), representing a switch 

from supply-led systems, which were claimed to be financially unsustainable for the 

state, to demand-led systems so that users would take on the financing of long-term 

delivery of water and service could improve (Jiminez and Pérez-Foguet, 2010). The logic 

was that communities with a demand for water schemes would be willing to organize and 

pay the costs in order to gain access to water. 
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While success stories can be found, research has also shown that this model has also seen 

a lot of failure. This includes not only the physical broken pumps, but also the breakdown 

of management systems and impacts it has on social relations within communities. This 

commodification of goods and services conflicts with social institutions of rural realities, 

limiting the potential of collective action by limiting trust and undermining norms. 

Some see this as a result of poor implementation, theorizing that increasing social capital, 

fixing the technology and upping external support would fix these problems (Bisung and 

Elliot, 2014). Opare (2011) points to the successes that community management has had 

under the right condition: adequate local capacity partnered with external support in a 

gradual turn over of management to full community control. There are numerous factors 

that have been identified as being connected to functionality of projects including well-

trained local technicians, access to spare parts, clear management responsibilities, 

monitoring and evaluation systems, and ongoing outside support (Alexander et al, 2015). 

The overall statistics and continued failure to achieve elimination of interruption of 

supply from O&M, however, point to the need to question the model. 

 

Others claim that solutions cannot be found within the paradigm, as the theories that 

inform it lie at opposite ends of the political spectrum that are incompatible (van den 

Broek and Brown, 2015). Furthermore, it has been discussed that CBM models lie on 

contested assumptions. CBM often defines the community as the community that will be 

served by the water source. Development schemes have been critiqued for their tendency 

to idealize communities, imagining them to be homogenous and cohesive (Nelson and 

Wright 1995, Cleaver 2000). In reality this is not true; communities everywhere are full 

of social norms of identity (i.e. gender, class, age, ethnicity) that affect participation 

source. Rural communities are most often made up of multiple, overlapping communities, 

and are continuously changing. These bring in unique dynamics that are not always 

conducive to collective action. It therefore, cannot be taken for granted that a group of 

people is willing to take action or manage a site (DeGabriele 2002, van den Broek and 

Brown, 2015).  
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Water has unique social characteristics as a natural resource that makes it hard to enforce 

rules in instances of non-coherence to community-financed O&M schemes. It occupies a 

unique status in today’s development paradigms: water is a Human Right. Treating water 

as a commodity can conflict with its status a human right, making it socially and ethically 

impossible to refuse access to the source in cases of non-payment (van den Broek and 

Brown, 2015). Bakker (2003), because of this contradiction, deemed water to be an 

‘uncooperative commodity’ (as quoted in van den Broek and Brown, 2015). 

 

2.3 Sustainability 
One of the motivations for CBM models is the achievement of “sustainability” through 

feelings of ownership and responsibility (Harvey and Reed, 2006). Sustainability, 

however, is not a term that is easily defined, and has a wide variety of interpretations. In 

the context of handpump functionality and community mangement, handpump schemes 

reach a sustainable status when communities have regular access to water without long 

breakages in service, and communities are able to problem solve, with or without external 

assitance, in order to manage the water source. In a literature review of sustainable 

handpump projects, Parry-Jones et al (2001) found the three most common elements in 

defining sustainability were “minimal external assistance in the long term, financing of 

regular operation and maintenance costs by users, and continued flow of benefits over a 

long period (p 6).”   

 

2.4 HITIP and W4SP 
Hope International for Tikar People (HITIP) is a village-based Cameroonian non-profit 

founded by Tikar-tribe member Issa Nyaphaga in 2002. After returning home from 

sixteen years of exile, Mr. Nyaphaga saw the opportunity to connect the resources in the 

West with the need in his home. Taking a rights-based and participatory approach, the 

organization works on implementing projects that promote opportunities for villagers to 

be active in improving their lives. “The reason for which we started HITIP,” he says “was 

to ensure that the resources that were destined to the population made it to them 

(Nyaphaga, 2016).” The 96% of the board members are based in the villages, while the 

remaining 4% are based in France and the United States. These 4% are essential in 
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securing funding, while the locally-based members are essential in realizing projects. 

Projects include healthcare, food sustainability, access to information, and clean water 

(www.hitip.org).  

 

Water for Social Peace (W4SP), the water project of HITIP, 

started in 2010 as a collaboration between HITIP, Rotary Le 

Mans Bérengères and Rotary Douala Bésséké (Proposal for a 

Conjoint Project, EWBG). The organizations raised enough 

money and resources to install or refurbish ten pumps throughout 

the region among villages of different tribal groups; a strategic 

decision made to reduce jealousy and conflict, and to increase 

cooperation. In 2013 the pumps were installed and water 

committees were put into place. Engineers Without Borders – 

Germany (EWBG), has been brought into the project through the 

Tools 4 Life Foundation (T4L), and are tentatively planning to 

work with HITIP to expand the project in the coming years. 

 

Each village that has received a pump is encouraged to set up a water committee. The 

water committee is responsible for collecting monthly contributions to support the O&M 

of the well, as well as establishing rules of use and upkeep. The funds are to pay for 

repairs that the pumps may need. HITIP has recruited a trained and experienced 

technician from the village who has taken on the responsibility of repairing the pumps.  

 

Sustainability is a core driver of the W4SP. For HITIP and its partners, this means that 

the villages will “develop a culture which allows them to access and manage water as 

they had always envisioned (Nyaphaga, 2016).” The project is a comprehensive project 

with multiple goals. Provision of water is not a goal by itself, but also seen as a tool for 

women’s and children’s rights, a way of building bridges between different tribal groups 

where conflicts and tensions exist, as well as a a platform for villages to negotiate 

accountability from the government institutions in the region.  

The Goals of W4SP 
 
1. Dialogue around the issue of 
water and community 
management 
2. Collectively maintain the 
pumps in enabling communities 
to embrace the responsibilities of 
maintenance  
3. Use water as a tool to 
overcome social tensions 
4. Reduce burden of labor and 
time spent in water collection for 
the women, the backbone of rural 
society, and the children 
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2.5 Justification 
This region is a suitable location for answering the research questions. The region’s 

isolation and the practical realities (ie transport) that come with that problematize the 

plausibility of community-based O&M. Rural populations are marginalized from the state 

and the market, but as farmers these communities make huge contributions to supporting 

the GDP of the country (Fonjong, 2003). This setting as a rural farming community is 

significant in investigating the relationship between actors with varying market access, 

and the underlying assumptions successful community-financed O&M faces. 

Furthermore, while W4SP is shaped around community participation with goals of 

achieving community management, it does not follow CBM by the book. Using it as a 

center of analysis and comparing it with dominant CBM rhetorics can help identify gaps 

in the theory, as well as the rhetoric and implementation. In particular, from the 

perspective of institutional analysis, the project and the societies it is nested in are full of 

institutions that do not quite fit the “formal” and “informal” mold, allowing this research 

an opportunity to make small contributions to evolving new strategies.  
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Chapter 3  

Methodology 
This chapter will discuss and movtivate the methods chosen by the researcher. This 

includes the techniques used in the field study, including semi-structured interviews, 

observations, and diagramming, as well as the application of the literature. 

 

3.1 Methods Discussion 
This study uses a case study through field research and literature review. The motivation 

behind this case study is what Bryman (2015) would call represntative, typical or 

exemplifying (p 62). The motivation behind these studies is to make sense of everyday 

happenings and examine their relaitonship with existing theories (Yin, 2009), and are 

chosen because they ‘epitomize a broader category of cases or they will provide a 

suitable context for certain research questions.’ In this case, the every day happenings are 

the management of improved water schemes and its relationship with theoretical concepts 

in CBM. While the precise location is important in shaping the specific realities of water 

management, it is not focal point of the study. Abductive reasoning will be utilized for its 

ability to apply both theory and observations to analyze the data.  

 

A field study was conducted over the period of June 15 – July 15, 2016 in the selected 

villages. The villages were all participants in the W4SP project. Semi-structured 

interviews as well as site visits and participant observation were used as data collection 

strategies. Water committees, NGO members, political officials, traditional chiefs, pump 

technicians, and religious leaders were interviewed. Information was gathered on how 

management systems were set up, and what problems the communities face in managing 

the water supply. Observation was also used, and the sites of the water pumps were also 

visited.  

 

While the field research of this study looked at very local levels, the information gathered 

cannot be fully understood without some knowledge and awareness of national and 
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international contexts. Rural realities are shaped by global contexts and structures of 

power. I argue that in order to understand the successes and failures of a local 

development project, it is essential to understand the dominant rhetoric and paradigm of 

water management seeing as the local projects are done in partnership with the 

international development community. Answers of how to succeed in sustainable water 

access and management in these villages are related to their connections and relationships 

with multiple levels of governance (the market, the political infrastructure, etc.).  

 

In order to achieve this, the field study was complimented and guided by a review of 

research on the failures and critiques of community participation and water management.  

On the other side, it is equally as essential to understand the local contexts in order to 

reveal shortfalls in the global solutions (and systems) being applied across sub-Saharan 

Africa. Therefore, published research on rural community-managed water systems in sub-

Saharan Africa was selected for review. First, it was used to map out the context W4SP is 

situated in. Second, critiques, lessons learned, and research gaps were mapped out to 

create frameworks of analysis. The data gathered from the field study was discussed with 

already existing research to determine generalities, specificites, and areas for further 

research. The process of connecting the field study and case study with the broader 

research debate uncovered gaps and perspectives that may be missing in the academic 

world. It also allowed the researcher to speculate possible strategies for evaluation of 

problems on the ground, which are possibly connected to global patterns and contexts. 

This facilitates the elusive process of transforming research and rhetoric into reality.  

 

3.2 Field Research Methods 
 

The field research methods were guided by the vast toolbox of participatory methods. 

They were chosen for appropriateness in gaining baseline data, as well as allow room for 

storytelling, hence the choice of qualititave methods.  

3.2.1 Interviews 
The inductive nature of the field research, along with an awareness of the researcher of 

the need to have space for things she didn’t know, led the researcher to choose qualitative 
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interviewing as the main research tool. Qualitative interviewing also provides room for 

flexibility, an important characteristic to have in field. Semi-structured interviews with 

both closed- and open-ended questions allowed the researcher to guide the theme of the 

interview, acquire specific information, and allow space for ‘rambling.’ Also, because 

interviewing was happening in different villages, or ‘cases,’ it ensured cross-case 

comparability (Bryman, 2016). Both individual and group interviews were conducted. 

The choice between the two in any given interview situation was often not controlled by 

the researcher. Individual interviews allowed for indepth perspectives and information 

from key individuals, while group interviews of mixed groups were used to gain more 

perspectives, as well as some insight into dynamics (Mikkelsen, 2005).  

 

A total of 12 interviews were conducted over a period of two weeks. The interviews were 

conducted in French and Tikar; interpretation was used from Tikar to French. The 

interpreter was present in all interviews to help reframe questions when needed. At times, 

the interpreter added information, or explained an answer given by the interviewee by 

giving more context to the answer. The interpreter is involved in the project, and is a 

native to the region.  

3.2.2 Observations 
The main purpose of the research was not ethnographic, however, observations were a 

significant source of data. In particular, they enabled the researcher to gain a deeper 

understanding of the local context; research on community management requires an 

understanding of local knowledge (Poteete et al, 2010). Applying Bryman’s (2016) 

discussion of participant observation, a participant observer “participates in [a] group’s 

full activities, but not as a full member…the researcher is a regular in the vicinity and is 

involved fully in the principal activities (p. 435).” In the month spent in the field, the 

researcher participated in principal activities: collecting water, going to the farm, eating 

together, cooking food, attending social gatherings and meetings. These activities, 

however, were not the main focus of research, but rather helped the researcher better 

understand the social context and interpret the data, thereby making use of 

ethnographically-inspired observation. This, along with language limitations that 
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restricted full participation, placed the researcher as a minimally participating observer 

(Bryman, 2016).   

3.2.3 Triangulation 
In order to enrich the data collected and deepen the analyis, different triangulation 

techniques were employed in the research process (Mikkelsen, 2005). These included 

data (space and person), and methodological triangulation. Interviews on the same theme 

with similar interview guides were carried out in various locations. Group and individual 

interviews were carried out, and the researcher made sure to include interviewees with 

various types of power (ie political, social, relgious, etc.).  These interviews are also an 

example of within-method triangulation, and were supplemented by ‘between-method’ 

triangulation, ie observations, review of secondary sources, ie reports and documents 

(Mikkelsen, 2005). 

3.2.4 Diagramming  
Diagramming is a technique used for summarizing 

empirical information or analyzed material 

(Mikkelsen, 2005). One of the goals of the field study 

was to have a picture of the state of the W4SP project 

and groundwater resource access and management in 

the region in order to help answer the research 

questions. This included identifying who the actors 

involved are, how they are connected, and what their 

perceived responsibilities are. In order to do this the research 

drew an analytical framework from a participatory power-

mapping tool used to research conceptions of power distribution in community-based 

natural resource management schemes (see Schiffer, 2007).  

 

Since the research was not focused on power distribution, the method was modified 

slightly in order to collect information on responsibilites of actors involved. 

Responsibilities showed both how people were involved, and how people perceived who 

should be responsible what. The researcher had intended to employ the mapping as a 

Figure 3 An example of a Power 
Map from an interview with 
president of HITIP, Issa Nyaphaga, 
Nditam, June 16, 2016.	
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visual interview tool, facilitating the interviewees to draw maps of all the actors involved 

in the water project, how they are connected, and what their responsibilities are. 

However, she faced several practical challenges and shifts in focus that motivated her to 

drop the visual tool from the semi-structured individual and group interviews. 

Diagramming was then used as an analytical tool to summarize empirical data collected 

in the interviews to organize and help interpret the data collected through interviewing. 

 

Questions of water management bring up questions of governance. Research on 

governance focuses on conceptualizing networks of relationships between actors and 

interests (Frank and Cleaver 2007). Part of the research relates to understanding the 

connection between involvement of outside actors and institutions and successful O&M 

of pumps on community levels. Mapping visualizes the relationships between the various 

actors, and coupling it with data on responsibilities of each actor, incongruencies, 

compatabilites, and dependencies coud be revealed.  It could discuss the role these 

relationships have in success and failures of O&M of the pumps on a local level. The 

maps produced from the fieldwork will be analyzed using questions deduced from 

examination of the selected literature. 

3.3 Literature Review  
The sustainability and effectiveness of handpump functionality and CBM models have 

been extensively critiqued in literature. This literature, through hundreds of case studies, 

has identified patterns and pitfalls in theory and practice that could contribute to the 

current state of handpump functionality. The research at hand is an exemplifying case 

study that reflects the findings in this established body of literature. It draws on this body 

of literature to guide an analysis of the situation in this case study, by drawing themes 

from the exisiting literature and developping them into questions to apply in anaylsis.  

 

Critical case sampling was used in choosing literature to review; the researcher sought 

case studies that critically examined the CBM model in theory and practice. An array of 

literature was read to identify repeating concepts. In this process the researcher noted 

down the main concepts and arguments, and selected the ones that showed overlap with 
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the field data. A conceptual framework, also presented in the next chapter, was also 

selected to organize the research and questions for analysis.  

3.4 Limitations 
In the field, the researcher experienced limitations in language, transportation, and 

isolation that affected the collection of data. Translation was used at times, but not into 

the rearcher’s native language. The researcher, while possessing a fair amount of 

knowledge on the local contexts, was still in the process of aquiring more. In this sense, 

time was a limiting factor in the sense that the data could be much enriched by a long-

term ethnographic study. It did not, however, limit the researcher from collecting 

meaningful data. Interpretations, however, were often given by members of the NGO, 

that could have an embedded bias. The research was conducted in the rainy season, so the 

water need for most of the communities could be fulfilled with more ease than during the 

dry season. In the literature review, there is potential for sample bias, including quality 

differences across existing studies, publication biases, and a selection bias to selected 

articles that were supportive and critical of the underlying theoretical frameworks.  

3.5 Delimitations 
In the literature review, my objective is not to conduct a meta-analysis of exisiting case 

study research. It does not seek to synthesize a large enough body of case studies in order 

to identify patterns. The study, at this point in time, does not seek to derive theory, fill 

theoretical gaps, or make new claims based on findings.  The studies focus is to see how 

current discussions can help understand the context and challenges of the W4SP project 

specifically, and see what this project can suggest for future research in this field. The 

study will focus on groundwater handpump systems for drinking water, as these are the 

systems installed by the project. The study was not focused on understanding the 

conditions of collective action and collaboration bewteen different actors, but rather what 

their current relationships were in the context of rural water projects. Groundwater pumps 

are installed in a range of environmental conditions. The description and needs in regards 

to water schemes in this study are limited to the physical environment of the Mbam and 

Kim region: equatorial forest and savannah.  
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3.6 Ethical Considerations 
The field study research involved interviewing people and needed to be careful in 

collecting and reporting the information in sensitive ways that prioritize the integrity of 

the interviewees. This means being careful not to put method before behavoir and 

attitudes, and not being afraid to change directions, allowing what people contribute to 

shape the research (Mikkelsen, 2005). I used reflexivity, a technique that allowed me to 

be attentive to power, relationships among stakeholders, boundaries, and engage in self-

reflection througout the process in order to incorporate ongoing dialogue and 

incompleteness into the research (Ackerly and True, 2010). In communicating the 

findings, it is important not to fit the information into previously drawn conclusions and 

thereby misrepresent it. Requests for anonymity were respect. In this manner, it will also 

be important to recognize where there may be researcher biases, limitations on 

interpretations, or incomplete perspectives. The researcher should be careful not to claim 

she has the full picture; in doing this she risks misrepresenting the communities.  
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Chapter 4  

Conceptual and Analytical Framework 
This chapter provides an overview of the analytical concepts, institutions, participation, 

governance and functionality, and explains how they will be applied in analysis. 

4.1 Conceptual Framework 
The CBM model is based on theories.  

 
Figure 4 Alexander et al, pp. 979 

Alexader et al (2015) created this conceptual model to guide their research to develop a 

system of metrics for assessing functionality of water schemes. The model was based on 

a review of literature of proposed frameworks to assess water point sustainability in low-

income areas that suggested spheres and indicators that could be linked to sustainability. 

This model reflects concepts frequently brought up in critical literature analyzing CBM 

water systems, such as community, institutions, participation, governance, collective 

action and functionality. This conceptual model is used as a means to organize the data, 
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which will then be analyzed under the following themes: institutions, participation, 

governance, and functionality. These themes are meant to provide a framework for 

diagnostic inquiry into the status of water management and functionality in W4SP 

(Ostrom, 2005). 

 

These themes were chosen after the researcher conducted her own review of literature 

studying community management of rural water schemes. As discussed earlier, she chose 

to focus on case studies that analyzed the application, status, and sustainability of CBM 

water projects in rural settings. It also, to the researcher, reflects a similar logic to the 

Institutional Analysis and Devlopment (IAD) model, a tool used to analyze policy 

outcomes and understand how institutions can change over time. These models were used 

to guide the organization of the research findings as well, although not every element was 

included because of lack of data. 

4.1.1 Institutions 
 

Institutions, often conceptualized as organizations, reflect the way things are organized in 

society, the rules that people follow. This can include social relations, political structures, 

education, labor markets, social norms, economic activities, and governmental design, to 

name a few. Within institutional theory institutions have been classified as ‘formal’ 

(defined organizational norms that govern behavior) and ‘informal’ (socially shared rules 

created outside of formal/official channels) institutions, although in recent years scholars 

have challenged the logic of this dichotomy (Burnell, 2014, Cleaver, 2002). Studying 

institutions are important in gaining an understanding of the context when trying to 

introduce new systems of organization or resources into communities; institutions help to 

formalize rules, regulations and relationships in different aspects of society.  

 

CBM models are grounded in theories of new institutionalism, natural resource 

management, and the promise of cooperation. CBM focuses in particular on how 

collective action can be embodied to shape individual behavior. Finding what can be seen 

as a lack of formal institutions, or rules, to guide people’s behavoir, projects employ 

institutional design in order to ‘craft’ institutions that will facilitate desired behavior 
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outcomes (Cleaver, 2001). These conclusions, however, can result in (or be a result of) a 

misinterpretation of already existing institutons that may come into conflict with, 

undermine, or disregard the introduced institutions, thereby assuming false outcomes. It 

can also be a result of misinterpreting already existing institutions, thereby drawing false 

conclusions.  

 

In recent years, scholars have complicated this by pointing out the limits of dichotomy 

and introducing the idea of ‘institutional bricolage.’ Cleaver (2002) described this as 

process of creating institutions on local levels as one in which people bring together 

multiple logics, such as institutional or community, to create new institutions. This could 

the merging of a “socially embedded” practice and an introduced “bureaucratic” 

institution forming a new institution to give legitimacy to a changed or new practice 

(Ibid, Jones, 2011). It challenges the classification of institutions as “formal “ and 

“informal,” claiming that reality is much more intricate than that. Understanding this 

process building and legitimization of institutions requires intense analysis of local 

processes, contexts, and relationships, and is critical in successfully supporting local 

water governance systems.  

 

Cultural and social institutions refer to norms in society that can define a person or group 

of people’s mobility in societies. This refers to practices, and in some cases, traits, 

through which societies assign and create meaning and identity. It can include things such 

as education, wealth, gender, sexuality, age, etc. They can also refer to groups coming 

together around a common interest, for example community service groups or religious 

instittuions. Often considered informal institutions, they try conceptualize the impact of 

the These institutions interact with the formal, bureaucratic institutions, and can shape 

people’s access to participating in them. This makes it important to try to understand the 

dynamics of institutions, as elusive as it can be. 

 

Aside from the complexities of institutional theory and the interplay of cultural, social 

and political institutions, ongoing outside institutional support has been identified by 

several studies as a key compenent in the success of rural handpump management 
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systems (Opare, 2011, Harvey and Reed, 2006, Alexander et al, 2015, Jones, 2011, van 

den Broek and Brown, 2015). Institutional support in this sense refers to the formal 

institutions of new institutionalism such as governments and NGOs. What a key question 

here becomes is what responsibilities these institutions should take on in order to attain 

sustainable relationships and water access. This can vary based the resource needs of the 

community; it could be providing information, advocating, or aiding in finding funding 

solutions (Jones, 2011, van den Broek and Brown, 2015). 

 

The major challenge of analyzing instituions in multi-tiered projects, such as water 

development, is the difficulty in cross-scale analysis and identifying the appropriate level 

of analysis suited to the problem at hand (Ostrom, 2005). Employing the concept of 

institutions in the analysis of this research allows the researcher to identify the actors 

(both human and physical) involved in project. This reveals both relationships between 

the structures and the sustainability of functionality, as well as how institutional analysis 

can fall short in conceptualizing the structures that shape the realities being lived in 

communities. 

 

For the purposes of this research, I consider the first part of Alexander et al’s conceptual 

map as the process of identifying institutions. The subcategories it suggests solicit a 

mapping out stakeholers and how they are organized in the research context. In this 

analysis, I also consider the natural and physical environment through the lens of 

institutions. The success and sustainability of water projects are intimately connected to 

the natural environment, as well as the physical infrastructure. Field data was not directly 

collected with the intention of analyzing the effect of social and cultural instituions (ie 

level of education, gender, position in community, etc) on community water management 

in the region studied, but I recognize the importance of this in any continued future study.  

4.1.2 Participation 
Participation is a buzzword used relentlessly in development discourse. Participatory 

approaches experienced a renaissance in the dominant development paradigm in the 

1990s (Mikkelsen, 2005). Methods such as Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) 

advocated that people should become the focus of developmnet, and that power relations 
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needed to be reversed so that those on ‘the bottom,’ whom development projects were 

targeting, could become main actors driving development (Chambers, 1995). Various 

frameworks, models, and projects sought methods to centralize the knowledge and 

experience of targeted communities, and include the people in project design and 

implementation. This is key to achieving sustainability; in fact the failure of the top-down 

‘helping out approach’ to sustain water access is a contributed to the popularization of 

CBM methods. Studies on failed water water projects across SSA pointed to exclusion of 

beneficiary communities in the design of implementation (Aduko, 1994).  

 

The realization of the theories and rhetoric of participatory development, however, have 

been complex, diverse, and varied. It has come under much critique; academics and 

practitioners alike claiming that through malpractice of participation, the mainstream 

development cooperation agenda has co-opted the radical ideas of participation and 

neutralized them. Others argue that the convergence of the two has led to positive change 

in the dominant paradigm (Mikkelsen, 2005). What becomes clear is how the 

communities and their knowledges are engaged and centralized in the project dictate the 

effectiveness of participation. Projects focused on efficiency, predictable and 

predetermined outcomes are likely to get unexpected and ‘failed’ results.  

 

Participation, with its focus on involvement in decision making-processes, has often been 

measured through the visible, “formal” institutions, which provides an incomplete picture 

of community participation. This is well illustrated by trying to understand the 

engagement of women in community-based projects. Women are widely recognized as 

being critical actors in the success of community projects, in particular as more effective 

managers of finances (Fonjong et al, 2003). They are often also left out of or not visibile 

in decision making processes. While representation is an important component of 

empowering women, measuring participation by their numerical representation in 

decision-making and management arenas alone overlooks the way women can organize 

within their local context to insert themselves in the process (Cleaver, 2002).  
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To elaborate, people’s ability to participate can be restricted or enhanced by social or 

cultural institutions, or their access to “social capital.” Social capital is a concept within 

development that pushed to expand the understanding of resources past economic 

resources to include other forms of resources people utilize for gain and development. 

This can include social relationships, technical skills, natural resources, building 

infrastructure or community micro-credit institutions. Lack of sufficient social capital can 

be restricting to participation of individuals, households, and communities in societal 

development. Participatory methods such as the Sustainable Rural Livelhoods (SRL) 

approach see assessing and increasing people’s social capital stock as a means to enable 

development, empower communities and achieve sustainability. Others bring a weary 

eye, pointint out that ‘deep-seated divisions based on [social capital] are not easily 

bridged by tweaking participatory processes (van den Broek and Brown, 2015).’  

 

It also connects the concept that participation takes many forms other than through 

formal instituions (Theron, 2005 in Fosu, 2014, Harvey and Reed, 2006). This can 

include receiving or spreading information, making financial contributions, attending 

collective decision making processes, and contributing labor or materials, to name a few. 

Another important point is that at times, participation in decsion making processes can 

also result in decisions not to manage the project independently (Harvey and Reed, 

2006).  

 

The scope of this research did not seek to explicitly examine the relationship between 

ownership, participation and O&M according to villagers. Therefore data for offering 

deep insight into the sense of ownership that people felt towards the projects is limited. 

Neither did it aim to do a social capital assessment. It did, however, investigate how 

people perceived responsibility for the management of water resources. The researcher 

sees this as a partial measure of method of participation and ownership that can offer 

insight into challenges faced in sustaining O&M. Furthermore, participation and 

community ownership, is also a central component for the success of W4SP, and can be 

analyzed from an approach perspective. It can bring up questions for analysis such as 

how do people participate and does it support O&M? Is operation and maintenance 
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dependent on participation? What are the ways HITIP engages participation? What are 

the limits to participation?  

4.1.3 Governance  
Governance is an idea that allows us to map out a network of relationships in order to 

conceptualize the way society orders itself and how it is changing (Franks and Cleaver, 

2007). It is a concept with a wide variety of interpretations and applications. Sehring 

(2009) distinguishes between two types of governance: normative and analytical. She 

explains that while normative governance is more a theortical perspective, the analytical 

perspective sees governance as an approach to depict and assess relations between 

various levels of power. Normative approaches are dominant in international discourses 

and development cooperation. Standards of transparency, coherency, equity and 

accountability are defined and set as goals to reach (UNESCO, 2003). It identifies a need 

to reform the institutions in order to realize equitable and efficient, as well as sustainable, 

practices of water use by states and their people. These practices should be instilled at all 

levels of governance, from local levels up to state and international levels. CBM has been 

one incarnation of a method to realizing this. 

 

While normative governance defines objectives to reach, analytical governance seeks to 

assess existing dynamics and processes that determine water use and distribution. This 

indicates a study of the relationships and interactions between different actors and sectors 

and encompasses all structures: social, political, economic, both formal and informal 

(Sehring, 2009). Following the analytical approach, water governance, as defined by 

Rogers and Hall (2003) in a report for the Global Water Partnership, is: 

“the range of political, social, economic and administrative 

systems that are in place to develop and manage water 

resources, and the delivery of water services, at different 

levels of society (p.7).” 

This is a way to show that the conditions of management of natural resources in a 

particular location are also contained within other contexts. It shows the links between 

what impact, if any, rhetoric on the global level can have on local levels, (or vice versa), 

and how. 
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Analytical frameworks proposed for approaching water governance problems highlight 

the need for detailed analysis at local levels to understand the different perspectives and 

roles of multiple stakeholders in water and sanitation. There is also a call to understand 

outcomes of governance, particularly for the poor in terms of impact on livelihoods, 

mobility, political voice, and social structures (Franks and Cleaver, 2007). By impacting 

these areas, improved access to water is used as a tool to fight poverty. Analyzing the 

outcomes of governance systems reveals if the theory behind this is being realized in 

reality. 

 

These guided the researcher’s decisions in chosing, adapting and applying analytical 

frameworks. Analysis focuses on local levels, but also seeks to integrate the way national 

and international relationships show up, contain the context, and influence O&M in the 

W4SP projects. What are the various relationships that are potentially key to the ongoing 

success of O&M W4SP? What relationships present limits? What higher-level contexts is 

it connected to? 

4.1.4 Functionality 
Functionality can be seen as a concept that is more straightforward than the others: are 

the water systems working or are they broken? However, when one looks more closely at 

the question, there are important subtleties lying behind it. First, Alexander et al (2015) 

point out that the functionality of a water scheme is a spectrum; a pump could be working 

improperly, but still provide (limited) access to water. This is relevant in understanding 

the impact of technical aspects of the delivery of water, which in turn affects access and 

people’s daily lives, which can feedback into maintenance, management and 

participation. Jiminez and Pérez-Foguet (2010) advocate the use of EWPM to support 

management systems.  

 

Linking back to participation, functionality can also refer to effectiveness of the design of 

the management system. Within rural water management projects the success and 

sustainability of these projects are often measured by a community’s ability to 

independently maintain the functionality of their handpumps. Harvey and Reed (2006) 
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point out that ‘community participation,’ the empowering process giving voice to 

communities in decision-making and development activities, is not a synonym to 

‘community management.’ So while community management has been used as a guage 

for the functionality and sustainability of water projects, it does not necessarily accurately 

reflect a community’s participation or ownership of a water project. A community can 

participate in the process of planning and initial investments of projects without taking on 

the responsibility of management in the long-term. 

 

Functionality is also a matter of the cohesion of governance systems to sustain O&M. 

The fuctionality of the relationships between the different stakeholders, the nature of the 

cooperation between them, and if they are on good working terms are important to 

maintaing institutions that support equitable and sustainable water access. Are the 

management committees able to keep the pump in working order, solve problems, 

maintain community engagement, and manage conflicts?  

 

4.2 Questions for Analysis 
From these concepts, the researcher will use the following questions to guide the analysis 

for the research: 

 

1. What are the main institutions, stakeholders, and physical and infrastructural 

conditions that influence W4SP? How do they support or limit the community 

management of O&M? 

2. How have different stakeholders participated in the project? Can perceived 

responsibilities reveal anything about the sense of ownership and participation in 

the project? 

3. What are the governance contexts in which W4SP works, and how do they 

influence the CBM? 

4. How do technical malfunctions of the pumps affect the O&M? What is the 

functionality of the water committees? 

5. Are the problems and challenges of O&M in the villages of W4SP similar to those 

brought up in the literature? What can it add? 
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Chapter 5  

Research Findings 
This chapter presents an overview of the findings from the field following the concepts 

institutions, participation, governance, and functionality. 

 

First, I would like to present an overview of the technical findings on pump functionality 

at the time of research. The image below is a stylized map of the villages visited during 

the interview process. It illustrates the villages, their population, the distances between 

them, and the functionality of the pumps. 

  

Villages visited: 6 

Number of pumps: 6 

Functional pumps: 4 

Pumps out of function: 2 

Water Committees: 6 (one per village) 

 

Besides these villages, there are also four 

villages not visited during the research that 

partake in the project. Of those pumps, one 

was in working order, one was not used 

because of poor water quality, and two were 

of unknown status. This puts the technical 

functionationality rate of the pumps at at least 

50%.  

 

In the villages studied there were multiple water 

schemes both improved and unimproved. The 

improved schemes included handpumps and 

Figure 4 Stylized Map of Villages 
Studied 

Population Statistics from EWBG, 2014	
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protected springs. In addition to improved schemes, communities exploited non-

improved schemes, most often ponds and collected rainwater. There were management 

committees in place only for the handpump schemes. 

 

5.1 Natural and Infrastructural 
 

In regards to seasonality of water access, the villages are located in a mixed equatorial 

forest and grasslands region. This is generally a water-rich area that experience four 

seasons:  

 

a short rainy season from March – June;     

a short dry season from June – August; 

a long rainy season from August – November; 

a long dry season from November – March. 

 

Water is abundant in the wet season, but diminishes considerably in the long dry season, 

leaving some villages without easy water access or not enough to regularly supply the 

whole village. Several interviews made observations that this seasonal pattern has also 

been experiencing some changes over the past years, making water supply slightly less 

predictable.  

 

One of the biggest challenges the region faces is its isolation from main infrastucture, 

particularly transportation and communication networks. The roads are unpaved and not 

maintained. To enter the region one must first cross a river, where there is no bridge, only 

a ferry that works intermittently. The ferry is 10 kilometres outside of Bafia, the capital 

of the administrative region, and the road to the ferry is one of the worst in the whole 

department. As the tarmac finishes and turns into dirt the road becomes plagued with ruts 

and holes. Tire imprints of big trucks, made in mud and dried by the sun, mark the 

commercial and busy use of the road, but also amplify the neglect of this region. 10 

kilometres in a four-wheel vehicle can take 30 minutes to arrive at the river where the 

ferry crosses.  
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There is also difficulty in transportation bewteen villages, an especially significant 

challenge for the technician. As shown in the map above, distances beween villages are 

long. The roads are dirt and sometimes impossible to navigate in the rainy season. 

Transportation also requires access to a vehicle, which most people, including the 

technician do not have. Along with bad roads, the region experiences an absence of 

communications infrastructures. The villages lie out of the reach of cell phone and 

internet network. This, combined with the poor roads and irregular availability of 

transportation, makes communication difficult even between villages, and inhibits the 

regular communication of officials. Electricity is also missing from the villages. HITIP is 

in the process of launching a community radio station that will also bring cell-phone 

network to the region. 

5.2 Political Institutions 
The main political institutions, pictured below, that affect W4SP and water projects in the 

region include the state and its elected officials, in particular the sous-préfet, the mayor 

and the chief. In the village this includes the chief and the notables, as well as women 

leaders. The NGO, HITIP, plays a central role, as well as its international development 

partners, in particular Engineers Without Borders - Germany, Rotary International, 

UEFA, and donors. There are also international development partners connected to the 

state that have previously instigated community based water projects in the region. 
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There are two governance structures that are important to be aware of: the local state 

political structures and the local tribal political structures. They have been tied together 

through processes of colonialism and development of the state. The local state political 

structure involves a délégué, a sous-préfet, mayors, and traditional chiefs. Many 

traditional chiefs are considered to be government representatives and are delegated 

various administrative powers. The chief works in connection with some higher-level 

authorities, mainly the délégué, sous-préfet and the mayor. 

 

Cameroon is divided up into ten administrative regions, which are subdivided into 

departments, which are further subdivided into municipalities, which are further 

subdivided into districts. For each level there is an associated head of administration: the 

préfet rules the region, the sous-préfet sits at the head of the department. Mayors head the 

Figure 5 - 
Institutional 
Structures 
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municipalities while traditional cheifs, chefferies, head the districts. Chefferies have a 

designation of first, second or third degree, indicating different levels of administrative 

powers, the first being the highest.  

 

The field research was conducted in the municipality of Ngambé Tikar in the department 

of Mbam and Kim in the Central region of Cameroon. The municipality has a population 

of around 21,084 inhabitants (PCD Ngambé, 2013). There is a municipal plan for 

development informed by the MDGs and Vision 2035 for Cameroon (Ibid). It was written 

through a participatory process of planning supported by the PNDP. It is in turn 

supported by the United Nations, the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund.  

 

Along with the structures of the state of Cameroon, there are also institutional structures 

of tribes, considered to be traditional authorities. The Tikar communities of the Mbam 

and Kim region are hierachically organized around a Fon (chef). These traditional 

authorities play an influential role in the social structure of the villages. Along with being 

considered a representative of the state, the chief in Tikar tradition plays the role of head 

of village. The chief is responsible for leading the village; responsibilities including 

resolving conflicts, and developing the village, among others. The chief has a committee 

of notables, or representatives, who serve as his advisors. They also serve as middle men 

between the population and the chief (Elouga). A villager with an opinion to express or 

conflict to resolve takes it first to the representative in their part of the village, and later to 

the chief. The village communities are strongly organized around this system.  

5.2.1 The Village 
The village is the community that receives the project, each village with a unique 

dynamic and make up. Villages can be sub-organized into different neighborhoods. There 

are also some other NGOs working in the region. Villages also have self-organized 

village development associations, as well as self-organized micro-credit institutions. 

There is a diaspora of people who have moved from rural to urban areas and remain 

connected to the village.  
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5.2.2 HITIP 
Zooming in more closely, HITIP is made up of a main board with local boards in member 

villages. Members of the main board reside in the villages, in the cities, or abroad, and 

hold the responsibility of bringing the infrastructure of projects to the member villages (ie 

securing finance, transporting materials, communicating information, hosting visits from 

partners, etc). Village boards organize villagers on a local level in order to accept and 

implement the projects (distributing materials, welcoming projects, setting up 

management committees, spreading information, communicating the news on the ground, 

etc). Overall, the role of HITIP is to mobilize the community to implement, monitor, and 

support the initiatives started and introduced to the villages.  

5.3 Social and Cultural Institutions 
The interviews did not directly gather a lot of information on social and cultural 

institutions. Data was gathered more from observation and reading. Because of this, and 

the expertise needed to effectively interpret the impact of these, social and cultural 

institutions on water management will not be a main point of analysis. I will, however, 

mention two that are connected to the core goals of W4SP: tribal relations and gender. 

5.3.1 Pygmé and Tikar Relations 
The inhabitants of the region claim a variety of tribal affiliations, with Pygmé Bedzang 

and Tikar being the two indigenous groups inhabiting the region. The Pygmé Bedzang 

are the original inhabitants of the region, while the Tikar settled in the region about four 

hundred years ago. The Tikar are a West African ethnic group residing predominantly in 

western and central Cameroon. Formerly a dominant tribe in the region, encounters with 

colonialism, the slave trade, and feuds with neighboring tribes reduced both its influence 

and population. There are several different branches of the tribe settled in various areas. 

The field research took place in the Tikar communities of the Mbam, an equatorial forest 

region.  

 

There is a complex social history between the Pygmé and Tikar villages, which while not 

violent, when more closely examined reveals structures of inequalities and biases 

between the two (Abega, 1997). This relationship has impact on the management of 

natural resources in the region shared between the groups, sometimes leading to 
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cooperation, sometimes to conflict (Abega,1997, Nyaphaga, 2016). These result in 

further marginalization of the Pygmé populations, who can also experience a deeper 

marginalization by the state. There are other migrant groups who have come to the region 

from other regions of Cameroon, as well as some from other countries.  

5.3.3 Women 
Women are the primary people responsible for the collection and use of water resources.  

They are also the primary caretakers of the water site. During one interview, one HITIP 

representative said “We are doing this project for the women and the children. (Nyantoh, 

2016).” Women are big advocates for the program, and have enthusiastically participated 

in welcoming committees. There are women representatives on the committees in 

treasurer or caretaker roles, but there has also been turnover that at times has left 

committees without women. In some villages there is an active association of women, 

such as Femmes Actives in Nditam with whom HITIP collaborates. 

5.4 Water Collection Habits and Uses 
The water from the improved schemes was used for consumption in the house, the 

highest priority being for drinking water. It is also used for cooking, bathing and 

handwashing, washing clothes and dishes and cleaning the house. Water was also needed 

in processing agricultural products, ie palm nuts and cassava. Water used for cleaning 

and agricultural purposes was not necessarily collected from improved water schemes. 

Collection habits are also seasonally dependent, as ponds and streams dry up in the dry 

season. The water from the spring source was seen as the purest water, one that they 

would let strangers drink without worrying about risk for microbial infections.  
 

The interviews revealed that water is a top priority, and having improved water schemes 

installed increased quality of life. It was also apparent that the population was not 

satisfied with the supply, and was waiting for more help to come. That there was not 

enough water was the number one response when asked what the biggest problems in 

water management were. It was apparent that dynamics within the community played a 

big role in the attitude towards water management and cooperation. The projects had also 

not adequately solved the issue of how to access water in the dry season.  
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5.5 Implementation 
The project design for the implementation and management of the pumps follows a 

general outline of CBM. As in CBM models, management of water systems in W4SP 

involve a Water User Committee (WUC), who is responsible for implementing and 

overseeing the O&M strategies, including collection of monetary contributions, and 

maintenance of the physical site. Financing of O&M comes from water users. The 

projects were welcomed, and people contributed labor and material to assist in the 

construction of the pumps (ie transportation of sand), but were not required to contribute 

financially. The WUC and the villagers are supported by an NGO that builds partnerships 

with development partners and/or the private sector to support initial installion and 

follow-up. Because of the lack of coherent water policy from the state, the institutional 

aspects of CBM are weak or non-existent once governmental invovlemet is analyzed. 

This does not mean theses levels are not engaged or implicated in the project, but they 

fall short in the responsibilites delegated to them in established CBM models.  

 

The WUC is officially put into place through a ceremony facilitated by HITIP and local 

officials after the installation of the pump. The committee is made up of four officers: the 

president, the secretary, the treasurer and the cleaniness officer. The members are elected 

by the people, and are replaced if they are not completing their duties satisfactorily. Each 

household is expected to contribute a monthly fee to finance the maintenance and 

operation of the pump, including regular cleaning as well as replacing broken parts. 

There is a trained volunteer technician who lives in one of the villages who serves as the 

technician for all pumps. When there is a breakdown, the respective water committee is 

expected to contact the technician. 

 

In terms of the technical aspect, the pumps are the INDIA MARK II model, a model 

developed in the 1970s within large-scale drought relief programs of UNESCO. It is a 

widely-used and comparatively cheap pump in Cameroon. Spare parts are sold over the 

country, and there are ten different models. This can make it difficult to find the right 

parts, because sometimes the parts available are not compatible with the model installed. 

It was mentioned by the technician, and reinforced by the EWBG final report that several 
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pumps are experiencing frequent maintence (EWBG, 2014). Frequent pumping is causing 

parts to come unscrewed and joints to loosen. The technician must regularly take these 

pumps apart to rejoin the parts and tighten the joints; but neither he nor the EWBG team 

could diagnose the source of the problem. 

 

Several interviewees also mentioned the desire to have boreholes instead of wells. In their 

experience, the boreholes did not dry up and could serve the whole village. Boreholes are 

drilled deeper, and therefor have more access to the groundwater. The interviewees also 

mentioned however, that they more expensive to drill and the parts more expensive to 

replace; a limiting factor in pursuing that option. In several villages throughout the region 

there were pumps connectd to boreholes that had been installed in earlier projects. They 

were in current disrepair, because outside financial support from donors and the local 

government had stopped, and the villages could not afford to repair them on their own. 

Several models are now also currently banned from the country because their design was 

linked to high rate of injury.  

5.6 Participation  
Here I will present an overview of the W4SP project through the actors, activities, and 

responsibilites that are part of making it work. This reveals the different ways people 

participate, the activities pursued, and the number of stakeholders to consider. The lists 

here are not exhaustive. 
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Figure 7 Participation in W4SP 

This figure shows the depth of participation in water management both in the number of 

actors, the roles and responsibilities they could play, as well as specific activities done to 

support the project. Practical matters related to daily running of the pump and use of the 

water, (ie collecting, contributing) were delegated to people in the villages. HITIP saw 

itself has having the role of managing relationships, supporting villages in problem 

solving on their own, and engaging more actors from all arenas to participate. The 

funders took on the role of initial financing, research, and installation, as well as 

providing ongoing research, education, and trainings. When asked about barriers to 

participation, money was often mentioned. Several interviewees mentioned people not 

having an understanding of why they should be responsible for paying for the 

maintenance of the pump. Government officials also cited lack of financial resources to 

support the project.  
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5.7 Water Pump System Governance  

5.7.1 Management 
The installation of a water committee is not a requirement to participate in the project, it 

is decided on through a vote by the villages participating in the project. However, it is 

highly encouraged by HITIP. At the installation of the pump, the representatives of 

HITIP facilitate the process. Each water committee should consist of a president, a 

secretary, a treasurer, and an officer of hygiene. Every village had a water committee set 

up, including the village that did not yet have a handpump. Some villages had gone 

through multiple attempts since the installation (2013) to set up a functioning committee. 

Members are elected, and also change fairly regularly.  

 

The village without a pump also had a water committee sit up, although it was not fully 

functional. This was for two reasons. First, one of the water sources dried up in the dry 

seasons, and they were forced to walk 1.5 kilometers to the next village to collect water 

from the handpump there. That village required that they contribute to the O&M fund 

(500 Fcfa per month). The other reason expressed to the interviewer was to in 

anticipation of the installtion of a handpump on site. It was unclear of how functional this 

committee was.  

 

Each village decides how it will manage the water source; all of the villages interviewed  

had decided to institute hours of use. This was mainly used as a tactic to prevent the 

drying up of the water source.  The drying up of the water source was a problem 

commonly mentioned, especially during the dry season. In W4SP, HITIP and the 

communities encounter misunderstandings, because while HITIP believes that it is the 

community who is responsible for the pump, the communities often think that the person 

who installed is the one responsible. HITIP choses this attitude because as they see it, it is 

the people who are using the water who should be responsible for the upkeep of the 

pump. This attitude was also mirrored in interviews with other individuals, who also 

emphasized that it is also a process of people knowing their rights and advocating for 

their communities. At the same time, however, when asked who is responsible for the 

water, answers varied from the population to the management committee. At the same 
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time, HITIP does see responsibility in providing the technical support – HITIP brings the 

partnerships and connects the knowledge. 

 

Pump usage was not restricted to village members only. Sometimes villagers would 

collect water in the neighboring village; in some cases they were requited to contribute, 

in other cases they were not.  

5.7.2 Maintenance 
HITIP wants all the villages to contact their trained technician to fix broken pumps. This 

is because he is trusted; there have been cases where people have called on other 

technicians who are not directly involved with the project or the region. These 

technicians have repaired the pumps, but fixed it in such a fashion that ensured it would 

break again soon. This is a stratgey to keep business. Supporting local technicians is also 

a part of the sustainability access of W4SP, and reduces transportation costs and fees, 

since the technician works for free. HITIP are looking to train more technicians, but are 

currently inhibited by cost. 

 

One of the brokem pumps is in Nkouen. This pump also serves three surrouding villages, 

one of which is a Pygmé village. This is socially significant because Tikar and Pygmé 

villages are sharing and managing a water source together. It also represents one of the 

goals of W4SP. Members of the committee were both Pygmé and Tikar. Households 

from all four villages contribute to the O&M fund. The committee said they were anxious 

for the pump to get fixed because they were healthier when they drank groundwater.  

 

At the time of interview it had been broken for about two months, and the committee was 

waiting for repairs. The technician had been contacted, done an assessment of the pump, 

and determined what was needed to fix it. While conducting an interview in the next 

village, N’tuang, the researcher and the treasurer of HITIP picked up the piece that was 

needed to repair the pump of Nkouen. The person holding the piece explained that he had 

been waiting for a representative of HITIP to come pick it up; it was important that he 

passed it over to a board member, and not just anyone. The piece was given to the 

technician, who was going to modify it before going to fix the pump. 
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5.7.3 Finance 
When asked about the rates of contribution, every village talked about it as a necessity. 

The expected contribution rates ranged from 200 – 500 Fcfa per household or per adult. 

The rate was set by the village committee in consultation with the villagers. When asked 

what happened if people did not pay the monthly fee, the most common answer was “the 

people contribute.” However, complexities to the system were revealed through other 

questions. One interviewee mentioned that in one village, the chief had borrowed the 

money from the committee and had not yet paid it back. A treasurer in one village had 

resigned, citing tiredness. Another interviewee mentioned that there were times of year in 

which people were less wiling to contribute, for example during Ramadan. HITIP is now 

discussing if they should collect the funds from each of the local treasurers in order to 

prevent this from happening again.  

 

Other problems related to collection of funds were that the funds were insufficient to 

cover the costs, and that not everybody contributed and it was difficult to enforce 

payment. However, they all mentioned that in cases of bigger conflicts they could follow 

the traditional political hierarchy, and take the matter to first the chief’s representative in 

their village quarter, who could then take it to the chief. The chief would then address the 

problem. Fights revolving around water pump use never made it to the level of the chief, 

whereas problems revolving around fund collection made it to the chief more regularly. 

5.8 Political Governance Context 
 

The figure below captures the overlaps in governance of the community water source. 

Cirlces represent different institutions involved, while dots repressent different actors.   
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5.8.1 The Village 
The village is the community that receives the project, each village with a unique 

dynamic and make up. Villages can be sub-organized into different neighborhoods. There 

are also some other NGOs working in the region. Villages also have self-organized 

village development associations, as well as self-organized micro-credit institutions. 

There is a diaspora of people who have moved from rural to urban areas and remain 

connected to the village. The people in the village interact most closely with their 

traditional authorities and the members of HITIP to solicit support in the management of 

the water source.  

5.8.2 HITIP 
In W4SP, HITIP acts as the local partner to the international partners who funded the 

project and provide technical support. These partners are Rotary International and 

Engineers Without Borders – Germany. For the installation of the pumps, HITIP worked 

Figure 8  
Governance Relationships 
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with a local, private Cameroonian company, Getcof. Since the installation, they have 

broken their relationship with them due to unethusiastic commitment and average work 

by the company. They are currently working with EWBG to develop a plan for the next 

stages of implementation.  

5.8.3 The Government 
The main political institutions related to the project are the chief, the mayor’s office, and 

the sous-préfet. The mayor of Ngambé Tikar agreed that access to water was a pressing 

issue in the region. He was very enthusiastic and supportive of the project. He mentioned 

that the municipality is responsible of financially supporting projects in the area, but also 

mentioned that the mayor’s office does not have the funds it needs to do that. Funds are 

administered to the municipality through the sous-préfet. 

 

The sous-préfet mentioned that his role of head of deparment is a supervisory one. This 

involved being aware of what state funds were being used for. This was supported by 

information given at the also made the analysis that the challenge of villager ownership 

of the project is because the NGO had not held an official opening ceremony with the 

presence of the sous-préfet. HITIP agrees with this analysis, and has decided to try and 

organize a ceremony in Ngambé Tikar where each village signs a contract in front of the 

sous-préfet agreeing to their responsibilities. This would allow the project to engage the 

gendarme in enforcing maintenance rules such as working hours of the pump.  

 

It was mentioned several times by different parties that a portion of (state) revenues 

(10%) from the forest industry were supposed to be invested in development projects in 

the villags of the region. Before the beginnings of W4SP, these funds had been 

distributed by the mayor to water projects in Nditam and Dioceses of Bafia to support the 

O&M of borehole pumps. Today, the status of this policy is currently unknown, it is 

unclear to all interviewees whether the funds are making it to village level, and if so, 

which villages. It is also rumored that this 10% is no longer allocated to reinvestment in 

local communities. 
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5.8.4 The Chief 
The role of the chief is to support the projects. The support of the chief plays a central 

role in the success of the project, as he facilitates communication, hosts meetings, and 

helps resolves conflicts when needed. Not all villages had chiefs that were actively 

supporting the projects. Other villages did not have state-recgonized chefferies, and were 

therefore not considered government representatives. Chiefs are a main point of contact 

between the villagers and the mayor’s office. One chief had previously written to the 

mayor, informing him of broken pumps and soliciting them for help. 

 

In one of the villages the chief had paid to have a protected water source built. Villagers 

contributed by transporting the cement and aiding in the construction. For this source 

there is no management committee since the construction of this scheme was not 

connected to community management projects. “One cannot take money from my pocket 

and then ask the people to pay,” was offered as an explanation (Village of Nditam, 2016).  

 

5.8.5 The International Partners 

The international partners are active in the project in several ways, most notably being 

the financing of the project, as well as providing a push for the project to come to 

realization. Beyond that, they have conducted geological research and evaluation, but 

were not responsible for the actualy installation of the pumps. There seems to be a sense 

of trust between HITIP and its international partners. They support participatory methods, 

with a long-term vision of expanding the education and capabilities of local populations. 

The expansion, however, is currently on pause but the specific reasons for this are 

currently unknown to the researcher. 

5.9 National Water Governance 
There are a number of discourses and papers highlighting the importance of water, but it 

is hard to recognize a formal and coherent policy strategy for the development of water 

resources in Cameroon. The right to water is not explicity recognized in the constitution 

of Cameroon. The most recent law concerning the governance of water in Cameron is 

Law number 98/005, enacted in April 1998. Cameroon has also ratified several 

international legal documents asking countries to legalize the right to water in their 
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national legal frameworks (EWBG 2014). It has also dedicated several subsections to the 

development of water rights in the PRSP and the DSCE. 

 

The state interprets its position in ensuring water access as a facilitator rather than a 

guaranteer. The water sector is marked by an abundance of actors but a lack of 

coordination between them. The Ministry of Water and Electricity (MINEE) is the 

principal ministry involved in the direction and politics of water management, but eight 

other ministries have also been designated responsibilities in the development of the 

water sector, and two others have been named responsible for its financing. There are two 

further committees for dialogue and consultation and technical support (les 

adminitrations d’appui technique et de coordination et de concertation) but they have 

never functioned because members were never named (Guy-Romain 2006). It remains 

unclear which institution is delegated the responsibility to develop drinking water 

resources and governance in rural areas.  

 

5.10 Functionality 
The information gathered on functionality is presented in the table below. It highlights 

successes that the project has had, followed by challenges. Examining these can help 

identify room for improvement, as well as what else to take into account when 

determining the success or functionality of a project. 

 

Figure 10 – Successes and Problems 

Successes Comments 

Site Upkeep Clearance and maintenance of the site in each village was 

organized and effective 

Decrease in the incidence of water borne 

illness 

In particular diarrhea in small children and typhoid 

Regulating hours of use has addressed 

problems of dyring up 

In the dry season, the pumps can stil dry up.  

Increase in physical security In some places (ie the high school of Ngambé Tikar), 
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collecting water from the unimproved source was 

dangerous.  

The W4SP Football Tournament This tournament, organized once a year with the support of 

Rotary and UEFA, a) spreads information about the project 

and its goals, to villages across the region, thereby 

increasing support and involvement; b) offers an 

opportunity for education about water issues; and c) brings 

together local officials, who are rarely together in the same 

place, giving them a chance to dialogue and unite across 

issues.  

  

Problems  

The pumps require regular upkeep and small 

repairs 

More people need to be trained with the necessary skills to 

do this.  

Big breaks occur, requiring spare parts Lack of transportation options, insufficient funds, and lack 

of materials contribute to this problem.  

Supply doesn’t satisfy demand Villages would like to see an increase in the number of 

pumps. This, however, could exacerbate the problem of 

insufficient funds. 

Unfilled or expired warranties Some partners who installed the pumps turned their backs. 

In other cases, the warranty expired. This decreased access 

to spare parts and increased costs for villages. 

Poor geological research in location The pumps were built in sites that did not have good 

sources for water.  

Vandalizing One pump in particular has been continously vandalized 

without consequence to the vandalizers.  
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Chapter 6 – Analysis 
 

6.1 Analysis of W4SP as CBM 
Harvey and Reed (2006) conducted a survey of hundreds of communities in and these 

were the top six limitations to continued functionality of pumps, water committes, and 

payments systems.  

1. Rely on voluntary inputs – incentives are not often long-term to keep people 

engaged 

2. No mechanism to replace key individuals on the water committee who might have 

left 

3. Water committee loses trust of community 

4. People don’t contribute to maintenance fees which discourages committee 

members 

5. Communities have no contact with local government and become discouraged 

6. Too poor to replace major parts when broken. 

 

Looking at the data, it is clear that many of these problems come up in W4SP, most 

notably in figuring out a financing scheme is a also a big barrier to sustain O&M. This is 

not news to the academic world. As mentioned earlier, scholars have critiqued the CBM 

models in assuming that individual investment and community investment would give the 

same feelings of ownership and responsibility.  

 

According to Parry-Jones et al (2001), three features in general distinguish the context of 

handpump sustainability in SSA. They include institutional arrangements, market forces, 

and traditional practices. Institutional arrangements refer to the capacity of local 

governments in delivering services as well as presence of village level mechanics, while 

market forces refer to the low population density and remoteness of many villages that 

make their demand less visible in the market (eg for spare parts), and harder to access. 

Finally, many communities do not have long-standing traditions of mechanized devices 
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for water collection (irrigation or drinking), and therefore are still establishing 

maintenance norms (Ibid). 

 

 

6.2 Institutions  
An examination of the institutions reveals that there are many actors, directly or 

indirectly, involved at various levels that affect the pump. Having international partners 

has been key to even the existence of W4SP. They have been supportive through 

providing funding, technical experitise, monitoring and evaluation, and collaborating for 

visions of the future. The members also place a lot of trust in the board of HITIP to 

implement the projects, a key element to successful partnerhip.  

 

One of the biggest challenges faced in the reparation of the pumps is the lack of reliable 

transportation infrastructure. This is a problem that is not easily solved. In this case, it 

does not appear to be co-opting the initiatives from the communities; local communities 

and HITIP seem to be in negotiation with it to see how to adapt it, something that will 

require careful negotiation between all the actors. 

 

The inauguration ceremony suggested by the sous-préfet of having each village officially 

accept the water pump in front of him can also reflect the influence of formal institutions 

and culture of hierarchical structures in the region. Ceremonies are an importannt ritual of 

bestowing responsibility and power in Tikar culture. Welcome ceremonies for the project 

were held in some of the villages, but not to transfer responsibility. Conducting a 

ceremony could be a way to increase feelings of ownership and pride, pulling on socially 

embedded institutions and bureaucratic institutions. How this will impact the mentality of 

participation, perceptions of responsibilty, and O&M of the project is yet to be seen. It 

could also impact HITIP’s relationship with the communities; a contract signed in front 

of a government official implies the enforcement of sanctions, which could result in 

conflicts. 
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This leads one to question more as well the relationship between these communities and 

the state. None of the interviews claimed that water resource management was a question 

of the state. Yet the state can have power to instill a sense responsibility among its 

population. How do the populations of these communities perceive the state and its 

power? One interviewee said that the most important solution to lack of development in 

the water sector is to make marginalized rural people aware of their rights (Nygba, 2016)  

In circumstances where we see that the “formal” institutions are weak and unreliable, and 

“informal” institutions are seen as inadequate, but ongoing institutional support is 

necessary to sustainability, how can one address the problem? The concepts brought up 

by Cleaver (2002) of institutional bricolage are key to answering part of this question. 

 

Analyzing the institutions involved in W4SP reveals the shortfalls of institutional 

analysis for understanding rural water resource management. It requires being able to 

classify institutions in order to identify their nature, analyze their relationships, and 

predict their outcomes. In this context, however, one finds it difficult to classify the 

institutions. Are the traditional political structures of the villages considered formal or 

informal? How institutions are classified can also depend on the perspective; for example 

the state will classify any non-legalized institutions as “informal.” It is really hard to 

distinguish and categorize the institutions between each other; the web of stakeholders 

and their identities is multilayered and complex.   

6.3 Participation 
The successes found reveal a steady pattern of participation, particularly in the 

maintenance of the site. All the villages were clear on the responsibility of keeping the 

water scheme, both improved and unimproved, in good condition. This participation 

could reflect an example of institutional bricolage in which the management of the 

physical site falls into existing gender roles. During the welcome ceremonies, as well, the 

population was told to show their pride through maintaining the site, using an embedded 

social value to engage the population. It is also the most palpable way participating.  

 

When asked who was responsible for the maintenance of the pump, villagers and water 

committee members alike said it was the responsibility of the village. The communities 
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did not neglect responsibility or deny the need for maintenance. However, the undertone 

did signify that the community did not see itself as fully responsible, particularly for the 

pump itself. The mentality is often that while nobody owns water, people do own the 

pumps; in particular the pumps belong to those who install them. This is a mentality that 

could be further understood through research in order to understand its implications on 

resource management. This exhibits ways that individual action interacts with collective 

action; perhaps the resource is seen as collectively owned, but the means to extract is not.  

 

This can also bring up a discussion of ownership and how participatory approaches 

perceive ownership. Even within HITIP there was inconsistency in pinpointing to whom 

the pump belonged; sometimes it was referred to as HITIP’s pump, other times it was 

referred as the village’s pump.  It is unclear if the solution would be for villagers to feel 

full ownership over the actual pump itself, but rather over the process of O&M. The 

importance in realizing participation, as one interviewee mentioned, is that when pumps 

do not work, it is not the donors who suffer, but the users. It is important to give the users 

the information, strategies and tools necessary to confront this problem independently, 

one it seems that people are more willing to take on. 

 

According to information gathered in the interview; the management and payment 

systems were running relatively smoothly. Villages often boasted at the efficiency of the 

payment collection systems, but at other moments difficulties in getting people to pay 

were brought up. Neither the project nor the villagers appear to be enforcing sanctions, 

but rather increasing efforts to sensitize people, as well as utilizing the chief as a conflict 

mediator. This works particularly well in villages where a) there is a chief, and b) he 

supports the project.  

 

In breaking down social capital, we see its use throughout various aspects of the 

implementation and running of the water projects. The president of the board utilizes his 

connections as an internationally established political cartoonist, human rights activist, 

artist and former political refugee. Board members use their good standing with elected 

officials in order to gain support and ask for favors. This good standing is gained through 
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inviting and honoring the participation of these officials, and also assuring them the 

leaders of the project are not out for political capital. Representatives on committees are 

respected individuals in the communities; including notables, leaders of women’s groups, 

heads of families, and teachers. 

6.4 Governance  
In analyzing the governance network that contains the W4SP has institutional support but 

the strength of the support from various actors is difficult to determine. It is clear that 

national and internationally-driven initiatives and rhetoric do make it down to local levels 

through political institutions and HITIP. What becomes more blurry, however, is when 

one considers the strength of the support from local institutions, in particular the 

government. The governance relationships suggest that while the government institutions 

may be providing moral support, applauding the efforts and endorsing the project, 

(something not to be underestimated), they fall short in providing financial support.  

 

What the governance context of W4SP can add to this discussion are the possible links 

between local water resource management schemes and other natural resource 

management, in this case forest. Previously, ensuring access to water is linked to the 

management of forest resources in the area as 10% of state-earned forest revenues were 

designated to be reinvested in the region. According to historical accounts of previous 

projects, this money did make it, and contributed greatly to the pumps upkeep. This 

demonstrates that the ultimate success of O&M in these areas relies not only on the 

communities’ ability to finance the costs of upkeep. However, the current status of the 

management of forest natural resources and the revenues produced has shifted and is 

complex and unclear; it is connected to political instituions, international financial 

institutions, international businesses, and local business ventures.  

 

This engages the historical, environmental, political and economic contexts that 

contribute to limiting the communities’ ability to finance and execute O&M. Examining 

the limits these systems pose to community financing show that the sustainable and 

independement management of natural resources are intricately linked to political 

processes (Franks, 2004). Studying questions of, for example, how legacies from the 
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slave trade, or implementation of structural adjustment programs impact these 

communities’ interactions with the global market, also inspire ideas to break the limits 

and create opportunities. This area of study in natural resource management schemes, 

particularly in Cameroon, is underresearched.  

 

Support from the communities in general is enthusiastic, and there are strong efforts to 

keep the O&M management system running, but enthusiasm in the face of inequality 

probably cannot keep the system running on its own. Mirroring van den Broek and 

Brown’s (2015) analysis of the effects of increasing social capital on participation, deep 

seated inequality in global economic structure, a structure which inhibits pump 

sustainability, is not going to be overcome through community financing of O&M. It 

pushes costs onto poor communities and then when they do not or cannot meet them, it is 

them who suffer. While critiquing Euro-centric tendencies in implementation and 

malpractice in participation, capitalism often escapes criticism (Mohan, 2001).  

6.5 Functionality 
In the literature reviewed evaluating the status of rural water access in SSA, a dominant 

theme was that the problem was not a technical one, but a political and institutional one. 

With that in mind, it was also pointed out that handpumps, while the most affordable in 

terms of installation and spare parts, are not the most sustainable over time (Jiminez and 

Pérez-Fogouet, 2010). This could be a reflection of the continued need to repair the pump 

leading to declining motivation to participate in water committees, putting too much 

financial stress on the communities, or also fatigue of the technicians. 

Pump functionality and project functionality are not necessarily the same thing. Project 

functionality is a reflection of the relationships between the different parties and how 

they are supporting each other or working together. One time snapshots of projects are 

not entirely accurate, as they do not reflect the processes that may be going on. This 

revals a weakness in the data collected by the researcher.  

6.6 The Insufficiencies of CBM Models 
The analysis revealed that there are problems that affect the O&M of the handpumps and 

sustianable acces to water for which the CBM model does not have answers. First is the 

issue of physical infrastructure with partially unnavigable roads. This affects the ability to 
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deliver services, as well as access to the market, a second point. Kleemeier (2010) claims 

that community management of water schemes cannot succeed as imagined because the 

infrastructure of the global market is not set up to support it. The parts are too expensive 

for the preferred models, limiting participation abilities, and it appears that current 

models need more operation and maintenance than predicted.  

 

Furthermore, one must consider the desires to expand water acces, as supply is not 

meeting demand. How will the financing schemes for O&M cope to manage sustaining 

expansion of services if the number of households contributing remains steady? It is 

possible if the steady and reliable access to water is having the development impacts 

intended, this could also result in an increase in the communities’ ability to manage a 

pump.  

 

CBM was applied across the continent as a solution to the dismal rates of water access in 

rural areas. This was also a factor in the spread of handpump technology, because it was 

assumed that low-cost low-service would be the preferred choice of communities. 

Making this choice on behalf of communities undermines undermines the goal of 

participation by making a choice of water system on behalf of the receiving communities. 

This indicates tensions between commodification and participation. It also recognizes the 

limits of the O&M financial structure in CBM by highlighting the context of poverty that 

these models are being implemented in.  

 

This can bring further analysis into the technical maintenance of the pumps, which is the 

biggest barrier to having the pumps regularly working. The technician that HITIP has is 

highly trained and capable, lives in the region, and is enthusiastic about and committed to 

the project. The work he does is unpaid. Would the presence of a technician in every 

village impact the perspective of ownership? Even though HITIP wants villages to 

contact him to fix the pumps, some of them were unaware of this. Some analyses of 

improving the CBM focus on capacity development and increasing the technical 

capabilities of communities to maintain the pumps, as well as build transparency in the 

management system. This could be a way to addess this situation. 
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6.7 The Limits of W4SP as a CBM? 
Not all community based management programs are a carbon copies of each other. For 

example, if we are to classify W4SP as a CBM model, in many ways it fits the 

description, but in other ways it doesn’t quite fit the mold. W4SP is an adaptable model 

with institutions, actors, and relationships that are hard to tease out. Treating it through 

the lens of CBM and its critiques could also put limits on the analysis and understanding 

of the project, for example, the social peace aspect of it. 

  

The research reaffirms that communities, as well as similarly-themed projects are not 

homogenous; each village in the project has unique dynamics and relationships with its 

chiefs as well as members of HITIP. Some villages had several attempts to have a 

functioning water committee in place, while others did not have any. Bigger villages in 

particular had divisions between different sections of the village that created difficult 

dynamics underlying the mangement of O&M, drawing attention again to the 

complexities of scale.  

6.8 The Role of Women 
The interviews in the field did not adequately collect data to conduct an analysis of the 

role of women in the maintenance of the pumps. However, as is clear from the literature, 

as well as obsevations of the social organization of the villages, women play a huge role 

in water management. As mentioned earlier, participation of women has been measured 

by counting the presence of women in management positions. While this is important, 

studies have also not found a strongly positive correlation between women in 

management roles and sustainable pump functionality. 

6.9 HITIP’s Role 
It is clear that HITIP plays an essential role in the success of the project and should 

continue to do so for awhile. The diagram also reveals that HITIP’s focus is in building 

relationships with the various stakeholders as well as facilitating relationships between 

them. HITIP is the organization that is connected to all the actors. For them, this is where 

sustainability of the project can be found because it is through building strong 

relationships where reliable, ongoing support can be found.  
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There are, however, many complexities in the workings of HITIP that are connected to 

the dynamics of its projects. They have developed methods, skills, and campaigns based 

on local analyses of the problem and sought to find solutions. Because of the 

embeddedness of HITIP in local dynamics, it is difficult to fully assess their role without 

further ethnographic research.  

 

In relation to some problems that have come up with safekeeping the collected O&M 

funds, HITIP has proposed playing the role of regional treasurer. A HITIP representative 

would come to collect the collected funds for safeguarding. This idea has not been acted 

upon other than being expressed, will first go through a process of discussion and 

decision-making. From an analytical point of view, it brings up lots of questions. First, it 

brings up practical questions, such as who will collect them, where will they keep them, 

how will they address transportation needs, will it be the same person coming to collect 

every time?  

 

Then, from a theoretical perspective, the questions focus on how this affects the 

community management of finances will be affected if an NGO is made the official 

treasurer. It can also affect social dynamics through matters such as in what village the 

funds will be kept, how will they be accessed, and whose permission is needed to execute 

it. On the other hand, the idea also opens up brainstorming for new solutions; such as 

considering pooling the contributions to a central fund, an idea that eerily reflects the 

expected role of a state. As always, there is a fine line to walk between doing too much, 

thereby usurping the community process, and doing too little, thereby neglecting 

communities.  

6.10 Alternative Ideas for O&M 
The research brough up several ideas for alternative ways to finance O&M. There were 

several examples of communities choosing to make initial investments in agricultural 

land, the crops from which would be sold and the profits be reserved for pump repairs. 

These could be run by entrepreneurial, enthusiastic individuals, or by groups. Another 

idea was to consult with established micro-credit groups that can often be found in 
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villages, particularly women’s groups when possible, to see if their practices could be 

adapted to enhance the O&M financing schemes.  

Fonchingong et al (2002) also bring up the concept of self-reliance within rural 

communities in Africa who have been impacted by economic decline and neglect. They 

urge us not to forget that these communities have long-standing traditions of development 

initiatives in the face of survival that have previously contributed to solving water crises.  

This is something that HITIP is continuously aiming to do and create space for, as it sits 

at the center of their idea of sustainability.  
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Chapter 7  

Conclusions and Recommendations 
Water is a precious resource and vital to supporting the day-to-day lives and survival of 

people. Having continued and convenient access to water is the top priority for villagers 

and their families. As one interviewee commented, people are ‘willing to do anything for 

water (Nditam, 2016).’ What analysis reveals is that the obstacles that W4SP are facing 

in achieving reliable access to water are similar to what other water projects are facing. It 

also demonstrates that the approach, its theoretical underpinnings, and critques are not yet 

complete. This does not take away from the ongoing creativity, but only opens these 

intiatives up the new possibilities in the quest for sustainable and equitable access to 

water and community-driven growth. 

 

Securing sustainable and consistent access to clean water is life-changing for those it 

impacts. Having sustainble access to water can allow communities to develop and 

confront poverty. Sustainability is a concept that can be used as a way to challenge 

embedded power structures, but could also be a way to avoid confronting embedded 

power structures that keep people in poverty. What the research reveals is that 

sustainability is complex and brought through an understanding of networks and how 

they affect each other.  Research with HITIP reaffirms that development is not a clear-cut 

process and the challenges facing community O&M are not small. They are connected to 

institutions and governance up to the highest levels, connections that can often have a 

one-way flow up. CBM models of the last decades are not applied in a way that can 

effectively confront these. Reaching water access sustainability means reaching outside 

the currenty paradigm to find solutions for financing. More research in this area could 

contribute immensely to helping these communities reach their goals.  
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Chapter 9 

Appendices 
 

Appendix A - Definitions 
 

Chefferie: The central governing institution of a village where the chief resides 

Notable: a representative or member of the chief’s council  

Préfet: The political leader of a region 

Sous-préfet: In Cameroon, the political leader of departments, a sub-division of 

administrative region 

 

Appendix B - Examples of Interview Questions 
 

Why is water important? 

Who is responsible for the management of the water? 

How are the committee members chosen? 

What is the role of the chief in the management of water? 

Of the sous-préfet? 

Of the municipality? 

Of the committee? 

Of the villagers? 

Do people contribute? 

What is the system of contribution? 

Who is resposible for collecting the funds? 

What happens if someone doesn’t contribute? 

What happens when a pump breaks?  

What is the speech you give when you are addressing the population about water? 

How do you imagine the best water project? 
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What kind of problems do you encounter with regards to water? 

Can you walk me to the water source? 

Are there people here at all times of day? 

What are the rules about using the pump? 

How much time on average does it take to make one trip to collect water? 

How many times a day on average do families fetch water? 

Is the water clean? 

Are there sicknesses that come from the water? 

Does the source ever dry up? 

What is the water used for? 

To whom does water belong? 

 

Appendix C – List of Interviewees 
 

Location      Participants 

Village of Nyantoh Six women, seven men, local HITIP 

representative 

 Chief present 

 Children present 

 

Village of Ndjinga     Water Committee member 

 Seven women 

 Four men 

 Children present 

  

Village of Nkouen Water Committee President and   

  Secretary  

 Chief  

 Three Men 

Village of N’tuang     Water Committee Member  

       Two villagers 
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Village of Mambioko     Water Committee Member 

 

Village of Nditam     Imam, Translator 

 

Village of Nditam     Chief, notables present 

 

Village of Nditam     Village pump technician 

 

Village of Nditam Communications Director, 

Municipality of Ngambé TIkar  

 

Ngambé Tikar      Sous-préfet 

 

Ngambé Tikar      The mayor 

 

Ngambé Tikar HITIP board members 

 

 

Appendix D – IAD Framework  
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Source: Wikipedia 

Framework developed by Elinor Ostrom 
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Appendix E – Photographs 
Included with permission from photographer Oumarou Mebouack

 
Pump in Ndjinga. The foundation is currently in need of repair. 
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The path back up to the village, Ndjinga
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Pump	in	disrepair,	
Nkouen	

After	group	interview,	
Nyantoh	


